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This is how the jews gamble on the world. However, due to powerful spells the
meek souls cannot see this and even confronted with the Truth, they can never
quite understand it. Let's just call it a lack of intelligence above all because this is
what it is.

For instance, one looks into the "immigration crisis". On one hand, the jews have
their bets on Islamic hordes who want to destroy, assimilate and racially mix the
European people into oblivion and take over Europe. Jews put one bet here.

Then, the Europeans and everyone else will revolt. Like a predictive weather
forecast, with social knowledge, one can see what is going to happen because of
this. 1 - The Europeans will have an "Identity" backlash against the intruders. I.e.,
the "Identity" backlash is what the jews know: Since the "Goyim" do not really
have an identity aside from "Christianity" which is dying in the West, but
nevertheless still exists, the jews place their bet here.

So with placing these bets like this, the jews win double time. On one, they win
that the European people are assimilated and destroyed, bred out of existence.
On table two they win the naive slaves who due to fear return to the feet of Rabbi
Jewsus Krayst. This way, jews win and manipulate two sides again. Both
incidents in the long-term lead to the same benefit: the jews have the upper
hand, mind, soul and body over the European people. While on one side they
suppress them, on the other side, they have spiritual shackles upon them. So,
every "resistance" will be again controlled in some way.

On both incidents the jews win in all cases. Even if the European crisis ends with
the invaders being kicked back, it will make sure Christianity will too survive as a
pseudo culture. So, the jews will of course later again, infest and destroy in due
time what they wanted to destroy. At worst they will just lose their "Souljas" from
here and nothing else. Due to Christianity and its false kike morality, the jews will
be left unscathed and will be completely safe not only to remain in Europe, but
damage people accordingly and even "run" the movements of the "revolts". Win
win all over the place.

https://web.archive.org/web/20170722122408/http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic16408.html


On the worst incident, the Europeans will gradually perish under the pressure of
the Islamics, while the few idiots will be hanging from Rabbi Jewsus's balls to be
saved. All in all, the jews win again. They also laugh more in this instance.

France goes to war with England. Well, they bet on both. On the end of the war
they put higher bets on the winner. Profit is made. The destroyed and the
destroyer both have to pay. Pay them Goyim. Who won from the war? France or
England?

Jews.

Fuck KFC! Very jewish! Let's Go to McDonald’s!

He owns both though.

As Plato said 2500 years ago, all humans judge by what they see, very few judge
by what is real. People take it for real all they see. For instance, History is
tampered to the point that Hitler had a murder fetish, was a lunatic and all sorts
of other disgusting lies that make everyone want to vomit. While all this
GARBAGE is written and taken as "real", naive people think that you know, why
should the jews ever dub Hitler's speeches or anything like this so he is a
christian to the masses? "Impossible", "lies". Well, nothing is impossible in this
world, and the only limitations are in the respective brains of the people who



believe there are limits.

Is it impossible for jews to have 90% of the world’s wealth? For a bunch of jews
to plunge and play the world like a play-toy? And own 60% of real estate directly
or indirectly by owning all major businesses? Well, apparently it is possible. The
impossible is already here. So, what's impossible? Dubbing Hitler's speeches to
make him into someone else?

Why should the "rulers of the world" promote xianity so relentlessly? Why is the
Vatican, a known pedophiliac organization of criminals and smugglers who made
unimaginable wealth, based on human naivety and on the hoax of christ, not use
this everywhere else too? Apparently because Rabbi Jewsus must be a decent
person. After all he chose the rapists, child molesters, inquisitors and criminals to
represent it.

The average jew is far more cunning than most people out there. While Gentiles
have learned for thousands of years to live based on limitation, form philosophies
around weakness and deprivation, the jews have learned the exact reverse as
they are parasites on our back. We reduce, they grow. We grow, they become
smaller.

The weak expect to be saved by someone else. They don't want to labor, they
don't want to work, they don't want to discover. This is a serious disease and it
shows weakness. This is the most anti-life conception to ever be. The
fundamentals of human existence, if they were based on this pretense, all life
would go extinct. No life can become successful by any of this practice. Due to
this weakness, suffering, and false belief in harry pooter's magick wand that will
save everyone at once like a rabbi descending to the clouds, this is always the
weakness in which the jewish parasite feeds upon humanity.

It feeds on the weak, the servile, those who lack knowledge, the misinformed.
But above all it feeds on those who are unwilling to see things for what they are.

So, they double bet on the fears of humanity and on the failed promises they
give, and profit. Let's say you had a business and you had found a magic wand
that makes everyone fall under your control, with the push of a button. This is
what Jewsus is to the jews. Why should they ever give him up, or let him go
down?

When the National Socialist Germany went against the Rabbi and started
"violating" the Christian church within Germany, with the ultimate plan of



destroying and uprooting it and turning the faith of the Germans around, the Jews
instigated all the world empires against the Germans. The jews attempted
extermination of Germans at the same exact moment where the Vatican and their
"Jewsus" were being un-nailed from the hebrew cube shaped stick. This meant
immediate global war.

Do whatever you want in this life. So long you don't have a soul and you remain
within the spiritual chain, you will be ok. It’s when you break out from the
SPIRITUAL chain, that deals with the eternal existence, that the jews have a
problem with.

Otherwise one is locked in duality, and the jews always bet on both sides and win
two sides. So where are you going tonight? KFC or McDonald’s?
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